Day Seven – Regional Competitiveness
April 18, 2013

AGENDA

Venue – Faculty/Staff Lounge, Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, University of Maryland
Intersection of Stadium Drive and Route 193 (University Boulevard)
College Park, Maryland

8:30 – 9:00 am    Continental Breakfast/Networking

9:00 – 11:30 am   Group work time for mTAP Projects

11:30 – 11:45 am  Break or continue working in groups

11:45 – 12:30 pm  Lunch

12:30 – 1:30 pm   Group Exercise - Regional PITCH

1:30 – 2:30       The WalkUp Wake-Up Call – the Washington Region’s Competitive Advantage

Walkable urban places and projects will drive tomorrow’s real estate industry and the economy. The DC region is a national pioneer in walkable urban places and this region is leveraging this status as a competitive advantage for the region.

2:45 – 3:45 pm    Leveraging Research and Development for Regional Economic Development

The Washington region benefits from research and development funding for research labs and universities, but we have not managed to capitalize on that to take inventions to market on the same scale as other regions in the US, such as Boston and the Silicon Valley. Why? What is being done to address that? What more could be done?

- Tom Osha, President and CEO, Innovation Research Park @ ODU, and
- Herb Miller, Chairman of Western Development Corporation and Vice-Chairman of the Chesapeake Crescent Initiative
- Stephanie Carnes, Managing Director of the Chesapeake Crescent Initiative

3:45 – 4:00 pm    Walk to new Physical Sciences Complex (under construction)

4:00 – 4:45 pm    Tour of Physical Sciences Complex

4:45 - 5:00 pm    Walk back to Clarice Smith

5:00 pm          Happy Hour
Walking Tour - The Physical Sciences Complex (PSC)

This building will provide 160,246 square feet of space for collaborative efforts with nearby federal agencies, including the Joint Quantum Institute (Physics and the National Institute of Standards and Technology) and the Joint Space-Science Institute (Astronomy, Physics and the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center), and a growing collaboration between the Institute for Physical Science and Technology, and the National Institutes of Health and CMNS’s Biophysics group. Phase I (the first of three proposed phases) was completed on March 22, 2012, and construction is on schedule for completion in the fall of 2013.

“The PSC will provide a central focus on campus for imaginative minds and creative hands—a place where we can grow through interactions between scientists and engineers, mathematicians and philosophers,” says Rajarshi Roy, Director of the Institute for Physical Science and Technology. “Learning is not compartmentalized; to understand nature, we need to bring all our senses to a heightened awareness and listen to the universe and to life at all levels.”

The innovative design of the new building creates an atmosphere where scientific interaction will happen easily and naturally among students and faculty. Functional and imaginative, the design is highlighted by a multi-story elliptical glass cone open to the sky. Passing through the center of an elevated area of offices, the cone provides natural lighting for the collaborative space and the corridors at each level.

"This building sets the tone for the future. The whole structure is designed to create opportunities for interaction and collaboration," says Stuart Vogel, Chair of the Department of Astronomy. Robert Dorfman, senior member of IPST and former CMNS dean, comments, "There is a certain element of human chemistry in research efforts; interaction is important in stimulating new ideas and directions. The new building will facilitate cross-disciplinary interaction and make it possible for scientists to talk with each other naturally."

The space around the ellipse on the upper floors is much wider than a normal corridor, and is designed to encourage and stimulate scientific conversation. "We've made the hallways serve as extensions of the rooms, where people can meet and congregate. The light and transparency contributes to a sense of interaction," says Simon Trumble, of CUH2A, a global architecture, engineering and planning firm, and project designer for the facility.

The Complex will combine exceptional environmentally controlled laboratories with a creative design that drives interaction of scientists from every imaginable sub-discipline. With this building the College will create an innovative scientific environment unmatched in this country to spark the cross-disciplinary research and the learning opportunities that will characterize the great institutions of the future.